







 






	

     
Free shipping to Italy for orders over 70 €.
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Free shipping to Italy for orders over 70 €.
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Buy online
 








	



Sunglasses
 

	



Optical frames
 

	



Contact lenses
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Ray-Ban 3025 SOLE AVIATORLARGEMETAL
 155,00€116,25€
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Ray-Ban 4165 SOLE JUSTIN
 130,00€97,50€
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Ray-Ban 2140 SOLE WAYFARER
 155,00€116,25€
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Ray-Ban 4171 SUN ERIKA
 140,00€105,00€
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Emporio Armani 4115 SOLE
 150,00€112,50€
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Ray-Ban 2186 SOLE STATESTREET
 165,00€123,75€
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Ray-Ban 2180 SUN
 145,00€108,75€
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Ray-Ban 4340 SOLE WAYFARER
 155,00€116,25€
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Ray-ban 7047 VISTA
 130,00€97,50€
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Rafting RA882+clip
 129,00€90,30€
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Ray-ban 3447V VISTA ROUNDMETAL
 155,00€116,25€
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Ray-ban 6489 VISTA AVIATOR
 155,00€116,25€
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Nazareno Corsini NC755
 92,00€64,40€
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Nazareno Corsini NC753
 92,00€64,40€
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Ray-ban 7199 VISTA
 185,00€138,75€
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Rafting RA922
 85,00€59,50€




















 





Filters
	
[image: alt]Dailies Aqua Comfort Plus 30 Lenses
 17,00€

	
[image: alt]Dailies Aqua Comfort Plus 90 Lenses
 43,00€

	
[image: alt]Dailies Aqua Comfort Plus 180 Lenses
 87,00€

	
[image: alt]Dailies Total 1 30 Lenses
 24,00€

	
[image: alt]Dailies Total 1 90 Lenses
 67,00€
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 24,00€

	
[image: alt]Air Optix Aqua Hydraglyde 3 Lenses
 22,00€

	
[image: alt]Air Optix Aqua Hydraglyde 6 Lenses
 49,50€
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Linkedin
 




















COMPANY
 





› Perché Demenego
› I nostri servizi
› Brand
› Convenzioni
› Lavora con noi
› Codice Etico
› Whistleblowing
 











SALE POINTS
 





' Find a shop
 











SHOP
 





› Sunglasses
› Optical frames
› Contact lenses
› Outlet optical frames
› Outlet sunglasses
 











CUSTOMER CARE
 





› Contact
› FAQ
 











SAFE SHOPPING
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NEWSLETTER
 





Subscribe to our newsletter to be informed about our offers
 









 
SUBSCRIBE NOW










BLOG
 





› Stay tuned
 
















Be on the safe side! If you choose branded glasses, you will only find original and certified products here.
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Azienda Certificata ISO 9001
 
















© 2023 | DEMENEGO SpA | P. IVA 00557540259 | Condizioni di vendita | Privacy Policy | Cookie Policy
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SEARCH BY BRAND
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ALL BRANDS


































Book an appointment
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Point of sale
Seleziona il punto vendita


Choose the service



Vision control 




Trying contact lenses 





Successivo









Choose day







Available times








Precedente
Successivo

















I declare that I have read and understood theprivacy policy



Precedente
Successivo







RESERVATION SUMMARY






Riprova di nuovo
Precedente
Invia Richiesta























We and selected third parties use cookies or similar technologies as specified in the cookie policy.


You can consent to the use of these technologies by closing this policy, continuing to browse this page, interacting with a link or button outside this policy, or continuing to browse in another way.

SETTAGGIO DEI COOKIE ACCETTA TUTTI



Cookie policy





Close






Privacy overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience when browsing the site. Of these, the cookies that are categorised as necessary are stored in your browser as they are essential for the basic functionality of the website to work. We also use third party cookies to help us analyse and understand how you use this website. These cookies will only be stored in your browser with your consent. You also have the option to disable these cookies. However, disabling some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the proper functioning of the website. These cookies provide the basic functionality and security features of the website, in an anonymous way.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plug-in. The cookie is used to store the user's consent for cookies in the "Analytics" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR cookie consent to record the user's consent for cookies in the "Functional" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plug-in. Cookies are used to store the user's consent for cookies in the "Required" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plug-in. The cookie is used to store the user's consent for cookies in the "Other" category.

	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plug-in. The cookie is used to store the user's consent for cookies in the "Performance" category.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plug-in and is used to store whether or not the user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.












Functional 


functional






Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities such as sharing website content on social media platforms, collecting feedback and other third party functionality.











Analytics 


analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics such as the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.











Advertisers 


advertisement






Advertising cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant advertisements and marketing campaigns. These cookies keep track of visitors to the websites and collect information to deliver personalised ads.











More 


others






Other unclassified cookies are those that are analysed and have not yet been classified into a category.





















Salva e accetta



Offerto da [image: WebToffee Logo]


































































































 

